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He began his career in educational publishing as the art director of Ginn and
Company, working on multiple projects for elementary schools. He later co-founded
Ligature, Inc., a firm dedicated to the development of high quality visual and verbal
educational materials.
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I See I Learn at
School Books

Helps you get started and
offers pacing suggestions.
Provides valuable
background information,
visual learning research,
literature connections, and
an observation checklist
for informal assessment.

Stuart is also the author of two book series for young children that build on their
natural talents as visual learners—I See I Learn and MathStart. The award-winning
MathStart series spans 63 books that present mathematical concepts in the context of stories, reinforced
with visual learning strategies.

Each of the 16 stories
includes a summary,
a graphic review of
each concept, and
higher-order questions
and activities.

S tuart is also part of the authorship teams of several mathematics programs published by Pearson
Education, including enVisionMATH.

I See I Learn at School
Classroom Package

I See I Learn at School DVD
• Digital versions of I See
I Learn at School books
• Animations to reinforce
the skills
• Story Sort games for
practicing sequencing,
retelling, and developing
oral language
• Additional classroom
resources

Teacher Guides
Set of 16 Lesson Cards,
one per book. Each lesson
follows a consistent,
3-part routine: Before
You Read, Read the
Story, and After You Read.
Includes a reproducible
take-home activity.

Classroom Posters

phy ’s

Stuart J. Mur

I See I Learn®

at School DVD

ISBN13: 9780328761944

For pricing or to view a sample lesson, visit:

ISeeILearnatSchool.com

Large write-on, wipe-off map provides great practice
for position words and beginning map skills.
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• Overview and Implementation Guide
• 16 I See I Learn Trade books
• 16 Teacher’s Guide Lesson Cards
• Interactive DVD with digital books, animations and story sorts
• 17 Classroom Posters
• Classroom Binder

Map of See-and-Learn City

Visual reminders of key ideas
from each book.
oice
Great Ch

Ensure School Success with a
Focus on School Readiness Skills

Stuart J. Murphy is known for his work in the field of visual learning.
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For happier, healthier,
more confident children

Modeling Positive Behaviors
I See I Learn®
at School

is a behavioral modeling program in
which young children learn through
examining and exploring, creating and
inventing. The stories in I See I Learn
at School show children making friends, regulating their emotions,
following safety rules and learning new concepts. These stories are
supported by a carefully constructed set of visual learning strategies
and teacher resources designed to ensure that children understand
and internalize the skills that are featured in each book.
I See I Learn at School is appropriate for pre-Kindergarten through
1st grade classrooms.

Each story in I See I Learn at School
explicitly models positive behaviors using
skills from social, emotional, health and
safety, and cognitive domains. To ensure
the story content is accessible to young
children, Stuart J. Murphy integrates the
Visual Learning Process.

Recognize
Observe

The Visual Learning Process helps children
gather, synthesize and use the information
to navigate their world. Each I See I Learn
at School lesson incorporates icons,
concept maps, and other visual learning
models to reinforce skills and behaviors
introduced in each story.

Visual
Learning Interpret
Process

Express
Ideas

Perceive

Skills for
Today and
Tomorrow

School readiness skills are key indicators of
a child’s success both now and in the future.
For happier, healthier, more confident children,
teach them the fundamental skills they need
for learning and for life.

The four domains of I See I Learn at School
Social

Cognitive

Social development skills help children make
friends, work together, cooperate, and acquire
a sense of personal identity.

Help children build self-confidence and
understand their feelings so they can achieve
success in their early school years.

Health and Safety

Emotional

Build a foundation for safe and healthy living
with lessons related to matters of hygiene,
nutrition and exercise.

Develop the creativity, persistence and
curiosity young learners need to be actively
engaged in learning.

Visual Learning Models
Community
Helpers
Doctor

Rich Illustrations

Percy’s
Neighborhood

Police
Officer

Firefighter

Helpers
Like You
Librarian

What are my
Choices?

Concept Maps

cooperate

Compare/Contrast Displays

Get help.

Symbols and Icons
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